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SUPERCIRCUS
The brand new platform & radio for musicians, producers & MI business.

WEBPORTAL
www.supercircus.de | www.supercircusradio.com

Supermember
Supermember is the artist & industry family,
united by creative work and a love of what they do.
and love of what they do, and are the BASIS of the entire
value chain.

Jukebox
With the modern jukebox „the next generation“ we are
we are taking up the original idea from the 50s and 
creating
and create a presentation opportunity for musicians and 
producers and their songs/productions beyond strea-
ming.

Superaward
In various categories we award established and
and up-and-coming members with the Supercircus Radio 
Award.

Supergear
We make sure that you have the equipment,
that you need for your life as a musician & producer
on stage, in the rehearsal room or in the studio atmo-
sphere.

Supernews
Moderated info from the SocialMedia channels
of the community in ONE overview.
In the Supercircus SocialFeed you will find the current
contributions of the Supercircus community in real time.

RADIOSENDER 
radio.de | phonostar | magenta tv
radioguide.fm | web | app (APPLE & PLAY) | portal

SuperRadio
nationwide, state-licensed radio station
(State Media Authority / Gema / GVL)
Cooperation with major portals and own apps

24/7 Sendeprogramm
in accordance with the State Media Treaty of the State 
Media Authority. Placement of songs of the members 
(SUPERMEMBER)

News
Moderation in D/UK
Info, knowledge and worth mentioning, form the focus.

Superlounge
Moderation  in D/UK
Space for interesting topics, moderations, guests, state-
ments, interviews, performances.

Go Live
The show from the club, the rehearsal room, the hip 
location.
LIVE! Modern technology for musicians, bands and 
promoters.

SOCIALMEDIA
@supercircusradio | #supercircusradio

Good News
Word & image contributions, editorially prepared, + 
LINKS

Artists & Bands
Integration in all Channels + Re-Posts
Adden | Hashtags | Share

Handel & Industrie
Editorial posts tailored to the target group
High-reach productions (video, image, audio)

Social Posts
cumulative presentation of the channels, respectively 
takeover of the contents WITHOUT algorithm
in REAL TIME.

Radio Days
Network meeting (ANALOG) of all protagonists.
Information exchange - Presentation - Communication



SUPERMEMBER is not only a strong communi-
ty, but your gateway to placing YOUR SONGS 
on the radio.

At SUPERCIRCUS, your songs don‘t just sit on 
a media server and gather dust digitally, but 
are consistently integrated by the music edito-
rial team into the ongoing radio programme of 
the nationwide station and played in rotation. 
Guaranteed!

 Do you want to be part of SUPERCIRCUS RADIO?

As a SUPER ARTIST you will be generously presented to the SUPERCIRCUS 
community of musicians, producers and listeners & fans.

You and your songs are part of the coveted RADIO PLAYLISTS and „ON AIR“. 
In addition, the editorial team delivers these playlists to affiliated regional stati-
ons. Cool, isn‘t it?

And suddenly you‘re standing with your song among the superstars in the
the AIRPLAY LISTS.

IT´S ALL ABOUT



VALUEPROMISE

SUPER ARTIST AIRPLAY
- Your song will be played nationwide on the SUPERCIRCUS RADIO programme.
- Placement of the song in the RADIO PLAYLIST
- AIRTIME, guaranteed!
- if necessary in power rotation

MEDIASERVER 
- Direct upload of a song to the SCR media servers, including cover art.
- Guaranteed integration into other, connected regional stations

RADIO AWARD 
-Qualification for the Supercircus Radio Awards
* GOLD: 500 times airtime, or 500,000 listeners
* SILVER: 250 times airtime, or 250,000 listeners
* BRONZE: 100 times airtime, or 100.000 listeners

SPOTIFY-DIREKT-LINK 
-Integration of the Spotify direct link in the player to the Spotify artist page

9,90 €
monthly, net,
plus 19 % MwSt (TAX)

PACKAGE

Package includes the following services:





VALUEPROMISE

SUPER ARTIST PLUS AIRPLAY for up to 5 SONGS
- Your songs will be played nationwide on SUPERCIRCUS RADIO.
- Placement of the songs in the RADIO PLAYLIST
- AIRTIME, guaranteed!
- in power rotation if necessary

MEDIENSERVER 
- Direct upload of up to 5 songs (EP) to the SCR media servers, including covers.
- Guaranteed integration into other, connected regional stations

JUKEBOX 
- Songs available in the Supercircus Radio jukebox (streaming on demand)
- with download function on request

RADIO AWARD 
- Qualification for the Supercircus Radio Awards
* GOLD: 500 times airtime, or 500,000 listeners
* SILVER: 250 times airtime, or 250,000 listeners
* BRONZE: 100 times airtime, or 100.000 listeners

SPOTIFY-DIREKT-LINK 
- Integration of the Spotify direct link in the player to the Spotify artist page

19,90 €

monatlich, net,
plus 19 % MwSt (TAX)

PACKAGE

Package includes the following services:



OFFICE | BROADCASTING:

Beringer GmbH
Augustusplatz 1 - 4
04109 LEIPZIG / Germany

contact(at)beringer-solutions.de

Tel +49 (0) 349 3823 6945

web: beringer-solutions.de
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